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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

      Generally, floating point multiplication (FPM) is utilized for several applications 

like image & signal processing [1]. In this, the multiplication model is used to 

enhance the power utilizing and time in the operations. Also, the IEEE 754 standard 

offering better performance in the parameters like delay, area, and power. FPM is the 

crucial IP for the modern multimedia and attained high efficiency in the computing 

process like the process in the image and signals as well as graphics acceleration. This 

standard is utilized for FPM various formats like Single precision (SP), Double 

Precision (DP) and Quadruple Precision (QP). Moreover, several determinations are 

made for recent literatures to improve the effectiveness of the computations based on 

the floating point. However, these computations require high area and utilized more 

power also it is very complex to design. Also, this complexity decreases the FP unit 

accuracy, which is the necessary limitation of FP. Moreover, the exactness of the 

FPM improved the area, delay and power[2]. So, the multiplication module is must 

used in the FP process, which can reduce the delay, power and area.  

             For the applications in the multimedia, the general processors given to the 

superior directions. Also in the previous, the integer numbers are modified for 

simulation multimedia directions but now a days, numbers in the floating point is 

modified and provide better outcomes, which is utilized for several applications. In 

multimedia processes, FPM is employed as the useful functions for developing chips. 

 

Fig: 1.1 Block diagram of FPGA Accelerator 
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Fig: 1.2 Cipher modelling 

           The FPGA Accelerator and crypto cipher model is well defined in Fig: 1.1 and 

Fig: 1.2 respectively. In cipher model there are several blocks, each block should 

perform the specific operation. Several multiplication algorithms are utilized in the 

floating point such as Karatsuba, Toom cook and Urdhva-Tiryagbhyam to improve 

the performance of FP. Also, the FP number is categories at three various parts that 

are sign, exponent, mantissa. These FP number is denoted in the format of IEEE 754 

standard, which is represented in Fig: 1.3. This format is generally used various 

formats such as SP, and DP here, SP is the 32-bit wide and DP is the 64-bit wide. In 

this, most important bit of the FPM is sign bit. 

 

Fig: 1.3 Floating point format in IEEE 754 
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1.2 SPFP Representation 

The IEEE format has several categories of FP formats that are mainly used in 

numerous modern DSPs. There, 2 categories of FP in IEEE 754 standards, which are 

IEEE SPFP format and IEEE DPFP format. The representation of SPFP is mentioned 

in Fig: 1.4 the 1st bit of this is represented as sign bit and the following 8 bits are 

represented as exponent and finally, the last 23 bits are denoted as mantissa bits. 

Sign Exponent Mantissa

32 bits

1 bit 8 bits 23 bits

 

Fig: 1.4 SPFP representation in IEEE 754 format 

1.3 DPFP Representation 

This DPFP required the 64-bit word in the IEEE format that is numbered in the range 

of 0-63 and considered as left to right. In this, the bits are represented as sign, 

exponent and mantissa. The 1st bit of this is represented [3] as sign bit and the next 11 

bits are represented as exponent and finally, the final 52 bits are denoted as fraction 

bits. The representation of DPFP is mentioned in Fig: 1.5. 

Sign Exponent Mantissa

64 bits

1 bit 11 bits 52 bits

 

Fig: 1.5 DPFP representation in IEEE format 

1.4 Floating Point Multiplication (FPM) 

IEEE 754 describes SPFP and DPFP number formats and the DPFPM is employed to 

perform an SP multiplication, however, these are requiring supplementary processing 

because the functions must be translated to the DP by appending zeros and after 

multiplication, the result must be translated to the IEEE754 format. We perform DSP 

multipliers using a DPM. Moreover, the process of the FPM is mentioned in Fig: 1.6 

using the blocks. 
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Fig: 1.6 Normal FPM 

Also, FPM denotes the values among the integers and it has the biasing factor so it 

signifies the values with highest range. These are the two main features of the FP 

multiplication. However, this FPM functions is very slow than the other operations 

done with the use of integers.  

1.5 FPGA Accelerators 

A FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) is an incorporated circuit comprising of an 

assortment of rationale squares, I/O cells and interconnection assets and this permits 

the chip to be reconfigured to associate the sources of info and yields (I/O) and 

rationale squares together from various perspectives. The representations of the 

permanent points and floating points are generally used in numerous applications. It is 

mainly applicable for designing process of the DSP applications. Also, floating point 

is demonstrated as very small to large numbers, which employed with the improved 

range. Every rationale square has customarily the capacity to do a basic rationale 

activity, for example, AND or XOR, and for the most part contains some level of 

memory, it be a straightforward flip-flop or a progressively intricate square of 
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memory. The rationale squares have developed to be more rationale work squares 

utilizing query tables inside the squares to switch the current capacity; to perform 

assignments such math tasks.  

This perspective on FPGA is just piece of what a cutting-edge FPGA is the 

current FPGAs are beginning to go too far of FPGA and on-chip framework. Be that 

as it may, the genuine intensity of the FPGA is as yet the center characteristic of 

having various rationale hinders that can be associated together to perform greatly 

equal, constant. It is hard to think about CPU execution against FPGAs [5]. CPU 

benchmarking is normally determined as how long capacities take to execute, and 

how quick they run though FPGA execution depends on information throughput. 

Present day CPUs run in the request for GHz, for instance a cutting edge CPU may 

have four centers that run at 2.4 GHz each. Nearly, speed savvy a FPGA is 

exceptionally moderate running at moderate frequency. This resembles a frightening 

distinction and might make one marvel, how a FPGA can be sufficiently quick to be 

of any value. This is the place the equal handling nature of a FPGA comes in.  

Instead of being worried about how quick a FPGA can run, we are keen on the 

information rate it can deal with. On the off chance that we investigate the above 

picture for instance stream of information; we can perceive how the speed is just piece 

of the condition. Information comes in to the FPGA, it persuades split up to be equal 

handled, the information at that point takes care of into various capacities. 

With improved innovation, there has been a significant development in the 

measure of information. In numerous far off situations with constrained 

correspondence data transmission, there is a reasonable need to defeat this by utilizing 

far off usefulness in the framework such as utilizing movement estimation in savvy 

devices [6]. As security prerequisites develop, the preparing necessities will just need 

to increment. New types of figuring designs are required. In late 70's, Lamport 

established the framework of equal structures misusing information level parallelism 

(ILP) utilizing remaining burden vectorisation and mutual memory parallelisation, 

utilized broadly in Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). Current vitality prerequisites 

and constraints of Dennard scaling have acted to restrict clock scaling and in this way 

diminish future preparing abilities of GPUs or multi-center designs. FPGA structures 

speak to an appealing option for increasing speed as they involve ARM processors 

and programmable rationale for quickening registering serious activities.  
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FPGA structures speak to an appealing option for speed as they involve ARM 

processors and programmable rationale for hastening registering serious activities. 

FPGAs are the necessary computing platform, which provides configurability, 

pipelining, and concurrency. However, it has not been recognized as a conventional 

computing platform. Moreover, the major inhibitor is generally utilized the expert 

programming tools, recitation events based on hardware description language (HDL). 

Moreover, it has been utilized the implementation based on high-level software design 

tools like Xilinx’s Vivado High-level Synthesis (HLS) & Intel’s (Altera’s) compiler 

for OpenCL. The concept has been raised though the level then a gap still exists 

among adaptability, routine & efficient ingesting of the FPGA sources. Yet, enterprise 

mixture and place-and-route necessary in the FPGA design flow that can be utilized 

for consuming time depends on the design complexity & size. Moreover, the FPGA 

design flow is modified based on software or procedure developers and constrains the 

technology with wider use. To reducing the issues in the researches the FPGA 

platform is utilized for hardware construction that succeeds edit-compile-run stream 

accustomed to software. Also, the process developers used FPGA instead of hardware 

separation & place-and-route. Moreover, this model achieved the inhabiting FPGA 

logic with high quantity of soft-core computers that are utilizing programmable 

acceleration. Thus, this fundamental construction of FPGA is very flexible and that is 

automated based on conservative software expansion techniques. Nevertheless, the 

dare is to form an FPGA resolution that is extra effortlessly automatic whilst still 

ensuring the high presentation. Although FPGA-based mainframe constructions occur 

like Altera’s NIOS, Xilinx’s MicroBlaze, and others. We suggest an Image mainframe 

personalized to accelerate image processing processes, thereby if an excellent 

mapping between FPGA resources, speed and encoding efficiency. Usually, the 

cipher procedure is a 128 bit symmetric block cipher that allows the key length of 

128, 192 and 256 bits and also has very strong keys. Its competence is better on both 

of the hardware podium and also the Intel Pentium and extra software; similarly it is 

the kind of AES. 

Usually, the cipher Algorithm is a 128 bit symmetric block cipher that allows 

the key length of 128, 192 and 256 bits and also has very strong keys in Fig: 1.7. Its 

efficiency is better on both of the hardware platform and also the Intel Pentium and 

other software, also it is the type of AES. 
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Fig: 1.7 Basic Encryption Block 

It also accepts the additional key length is to be implementable on a various 

applications and other platforms which are suitable for a hash function, stream cipher 

and MAC. Also, the AES is effectively implemented in FPGA accelerator to reduce 

the processing time. 

  The present FPGAs are quick and huge enough to permit equipment usage of 

different calculations that work quicker contrasted with their product just partners 

executing on broad reason microchips. There is a plenty of exploration endeavors 

with respect to the utilization of FPGA quickening agents to accelerate basic pieces of 

computationally-serious projects. They differ in extension and manner by which 

speeding up is cultivated; notwithstanding, they all depend on some sort of 

parallelism, and their exhibition is controlled by the quantity of simultaneously 

working useful units [8]. Because of its essentialness in science and designing, 

network augmentation strategies and their enhancements are an all the time 

contemplated subject in the field of both programming and equipment structure. Its 

characteristic parallelism is particularly intriguing from the part of different equal and 

disseminated frameworks.  

FPGA framework augmentation turned into a feasible quicker option in 

contrast to programming executions from the second when FPGA began to offer a 

possibly better duplication execution than microchips, that is, the point at which they 

began to incorporate a devoted multiplier squares answers for FPGA thick network 

augmentation issue have very comparative designs, since they all rely upon the 

exemplary square framework increases calculation [9]. Quicker calculations do exist, 

in any case, they are considerably more unpredictable, and for the most part not 

reasonable for equipment execution. Since there is not a lot of space for upgrades in 

the building space, it is conceivable to accomplish better execution fundamentally by 

actualizing bigger number of littler and quicker coasting point units. 
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In general, Application Specification Integrated Circuits (ASICs) are utilized 

for obtaining substantial speed improvement in the fields such as signal processing, 

scientific computations and communications. Moreover, the FPGA reconfigurable 

devices are utilized for correlating with ASICs with the use of adopting the novel 

approaches. These are utilized in several applications for attaining better performance 

in terms of speed, power, and area. Also, these algorithms are attained high speed, 

lower power, and very less area for communicating. Moreover, several tasks are 

disseminated to another CPU cores in the conventional schemes through the 

intelligent bridges. Hence, this paper introduced the model for interacting solitary 

CPU core with FPGA high end reconfigurable devices through the PCIe bridge.  

In recent, the DPFP functions like arithmetic operations are utilized for several 

applications such as signal processing, scientific calculations, and logic units. 

However, the DPFP multiplication in the mantissa gets some difficulties during 

processing. When implementing mantissa 53x53 multiplication, it requires high area 

for processing and provide less performance. According to this issue, the new process 

is developed and it reduces the above issues. This method is developed algorithms in 

Karatsuba and Toom Cook multiplication, which is required lower amount of 

multiplication in the hardware when comparing other conventional methods [10]. 

Also, this method details the designing and simulation of the FPGA accelerator for 

DPFPM for attaining high performance.  

Thus, this manner is obtained lower delay and power with the use of effective 

resources. Here, The FPGA accelerator is utilized for FPM process and it provides 

better outcomes as well as the simulation of this manner depend on the use of DSP 

blocks in the embedded FPGA for permitting high amount of processing elements 

(PEs). In this, the control unit of the FPGA accelerator is improved the PEs depends 

on the exterior task request is developed from CPU. Here, the best outcomes are 

attained with the use of multipliers and adders in the FPGA that are aligned pipelined, 

which are used embedded FPGA sources for attaining lower area and highest clock 

frequency. Therefore, this manner simulation is done using Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA and 

used 8PEs that is running at high speed. Moreover, this proposed manner has the 

feature that is it is not needed number of CPU cores.  

The multiplication procedure is one of the indispensable math work, which is 

applied for a few correspondences, picture and video handling, and systems. This 
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floating-point programming is extreme inside the computerized plan principally based 

projects. The FPM approach is used for lessening the difficulties of design 

multifaceted nature, huge area usage and admission of intensity. The FPM standard is 

the IEEE 754 that is classes at Single Precision FP (SPFP) and Double Precision FP 

(DPFP). This technique subtleties the SPFP in the IEEE standard and here this SPFP 

utilized the 32 bits like mantissa utilized 23 bits, exponent utilized 8 bits and sign 

utilized 1bit for preparing. Additionally, this work handled on the SPFP technique 

utilizing multiplication module dependent on SSA. The SPFP based FPGA is planned 

utilizing the combinational circuits. At the point when connection the SP and DP 

outline of viper gives the better upgraded outcomes to FPGA recreation [11]. Here, 

the proposed SPFP SSA is FFT that gives the productive outcomes in speed 

estimation and precision estimation. In the speed improvement instrument utilizes the 

HDL code for reenacting the SPFP-SSA gadget. Consequently, the proposed SPFPM 

is performed dependent on the SSA approach. There are different classes of 

multiplication are utilized in the floating point, for example, Toom cook, Karatsuba. 

In here, SSA model is utilized for the multiplication in SPFP. The fundamental 

component of the proposed SSA model is to give high productivity when the whole 

number worth is more prominent than 5 digits decimal. The proposed model gives the 

exhibition in region and force is determined utilizing the ongoing reproduction of 

FPGA. In FPGA there are several annotated functions especially auto parametric 

applications like Vivado. The, auto Vivado links the FPGA metrics to the key role as 

Task Superior. This is essential for rare packages run time in demand to distinguish 

the kind and amount of accelerators in a frame work FPGA in Fig: 1.8. This 

compiling procedure is mechanically completed with the support of compiler that 

avoid the user flaws and rapid the hardware process. Computer operator can 

neutralize the accelerators group to diminish the general assembling period, if they 

obligate the before generated. Moreover, It receipts attention of implementing tasks 

glossed by the computer operator in the obtainable possessions. The situation has a 

yarn team shaped by evasion, the requirement graph recycled to shape the tasks that 

silent have the undecided data needs to be determined. 
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Fig: 1.8 FPGA Process 

Successively threads generate tasks and supplement the necessity graph. When 

numbers necessities have been managed, the filament perceiving this position 

exchanges the necessity-free errands to the assignment tarn. On the side of FPGA the 

special IP is considered as Task Manager, the chief role of job administrator is to 

monitor the accelerator speed. Once the validation of accelerator model is defined 

then the output stream is developed.  

The code appealing the varied commission matrix increase and the impression 

of filaments in the processing time. The tasks are enrolled with FPGA parameters 

with its function. This permits the runtime scheme to choice the finest variety to track 

at any assumed opinion in period [12]. This is completed by relating a arranging 

strategy that receipts these substitute applications into explanation. Tasks marked with 

the riggings clause gadget the identical functionality as extra errands but through a 

dissimilar code. At assemble period, two forms of the duty are erected levelling 
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dissimilar computing units. At the execution time, the tasks were executed on the core 

strategies. 

1.6 Crypto Key Exchange in FPGA 

Crypto algorithms have a history of older civilization. The first identified use of 

cryptography was in ancient Egypt. With the quick development of network and 

multimedia technologies, the digital information has been functional to many areas in 

real-world applications. Communication has become a significant aspect in daily life, 

so security theatres a vital role in transporting the data. One such way to secure 

information is cryptography to transfer the personal information among the source file 

to destination. Also, the expansion of internet technologies this cryptography becomes 

an essential aspect to protect the valuable data from imposters and to defend 

important information from the eavesdroppers. Network safety is one of the complex 

themes which are attractive more and extra compound to uphold. As a result [13] 

investigators are involved to mature dissimilar cryptographic procedures to increase 

network sanctuary. But each of these techniques has their own merits and demerits.   

 

Data
Encryption

Decryption
Original text

Encrypted

 data
Text

 

Fig: 1.9 Crypto System 

The public cryptosystem are frequently used in communication system. The 

crypto process is modelled in Fig: 1.9. Moreover it is one of the [14] specific key 

exchanging system it can encode or encrypt the message with the usage of symmetric 
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key cipher also it secures the transmission channel between two parties in 

algorithm.1.1 Some crypto models should satisfy the condition to generate the key G 

can satisfy the following points. Thus its base point is E  then the two points ExP CC   

and ExP DD   it should satisfy the group where Cx  and Dx  are unknown, then the 

following point should be validated in eqn. (1.1) 

ExxP DCCD 
                                                      (1.1) 

Moreover, the shared private key also computed with these unknown parameters Ax
 

and Bx  from the public known value as CP  and DP . 

Algorithm 1.1. Crypto key exchange 

1 .  Encryption: User D should process the following 

(a) Attain user C validate public key ExP CC   

(b) symbolize the data as an integer n  in the interval when it is point on G 

(c) Use the secret key as 
Dx and evaluate the shared privacy as ExxP CDCD   

(d) Validate Exxne CD  

(e) Forward the coded data e  to user C  

2.  Decryption: To retrieve the plaintext n  from e , user C should perform the 

following 

(a) Attain user C validate public key ExP DD   

(b) Use the secret key as Cx and evaluate the shared privacy as ExxP DCCD   

(c) Compute the opposite element of ExxP DCCD 1)(  

(d) Recover   ExxExxnPen DCDCCD 
1
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Great-degree intentions [15] were achieved by navigating a big focussed acyclic 

diagram, where a lesser gradation was calculated. A hub in the diagram, an opinion 

growth by transfers to the leftward and an assessment changes to the accurate, which 

is created on the charge of an isolated appraisal and topic multiplication. [16] 

Transfers Funding Tasks completing in procedures, with their particular limited 

retention, may want copy statistics from the expedient. In specific, the expedient 

reminiscence space is chief remembrance.   

However, the security-based trust multiplication evaluation method employs 

cloud-specific security metrics in conformity to evaluate the security [17] of a cloud 

service. Traditional endorsement between radio-frequency (RF) structures enable safe 

and sound data communication in a network via recent techniques such as digital 

signatures and hash-based tiding endorsement codes (HMAC) in eqn.(1.2),  here nmL   

represent input data, i  termed as initialize variable, j  as security metrics as key 

recovery attacks. 
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Fig: 1.10 AES Block cipher model 

The following figure shows the block cipher algorithm. The overall function of the 

AES algorithm is detailed in Fig: 1.10. 
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Fig: 1.11 Type of block cipher algorithm 

One type of cipher model is elaborated in Fig: 1.11.The left of the 2 words are 

given by the input to the f functions after the [19] shifting of 8 bytes of one of them. 

The f function containing 4 byte wide key based s-boxes which are succeeded by a 

linear mixing step based on the Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) matrix. The 

result of the 2 functions is joined using pseudo hadamard transform (PHT), and 2 

keywords are added. Then the right side of the word is rotated by bit after these both 

are XORed with the left side of the result. Then the swapping is performed between 

[20] left halves and right halves for the next round. After the performance of 16 
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rounds, the swap of the final round is set aside, and the 4 words are XORed with 4 

additional key words to formulate the cipher text.  

After the performance of above algorithm, we are introducing the sniff attack to 

the encrypted data. Here we introduce new attack known as sniff attack in two fish 

algorithm hence the encrypted data is used illegally. Sniffer is the practice of viewing 

at other people’s packets and faking a MAC address or an IP address of the packet 

which is encrypted. It attacks the two fish algorithm [29] hence feistel network get 

misbehaves also there is loss of some encrypted data. It is also assumed that the 

AppEUI, DevEUI, and DevNonce of the device [30] can be copied and attacked by 

attacker. Sniffing attack is done by using the device or the medium known as the 

packet sniffer called network protocol analyzer. Sniffing not only steals but also 

monitors all the data packets which are flowing through a network. Sniffers usually 

capture the sensitive data nodes that involves information like the personal accounts 

password, and information etc. Sniffers may be either hardware or software installed 

in the system. All the network traffic can be analyzed and captured by a malicious 

intruder by using a packet sniffer in the random mode of a network. The imposter can 

analyze the network and possible to attain the information by using a sniffer which 

may cause the network to corrupt or to crash, or read the data transformations 

happening among the network [31]. It is one of the hacking techniques; the working 

of sniffing attack in crypto algorithm is summarized as below, 

 Viewing the other packets during transmission 

 Create the fake MAC or IP address of the packet which is already encrypted. 

 It acts like a security mechanism and take over the rights of another party 

packets. 

 It tries to break the algorithm. 

Thus, through recursively enhancing sub-approaches, the complete approach is 

strong-minded. We considered the optimum policy with the Suspension code 

providing by the relative code. This cipher, recycled the virtual fraction of a solo 

argument development to generate an optimum approach that accentuated point 

estimations. In our employment, the function [32] recursive pattern is worn to 

compute with the best plan. 
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The matrix model of AES is defined as  
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Where, 
*

3

*

2

*

1

*

0 ,,, rrrr  are the processing output that is obtained after the function of 

transformation in eqn.(1.3). 

Also, 3210 ,,, CCCC are the substitution process element. In AES, the floating point 

multiplication is processed based on, 

 Instruction choosing 

 Scheduling an instruction 

 Assignment register  

A far the engine-specific problems conversed above, certain methods that 

countless processes in poly floating model that could be [33] eradicated or 

parallelized.  
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Fig: 1.12 Floating point AES 
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In the FP AES model the FP numerals are shared as the key for an encryption 

and decryption, which is drawn in Fig: 1.12. It is not the least likely cipher: there are 

dual diverse accompaniments of 16-byte memo chunks, three diverse reproductions 

by r*, and four dissimilar transfer bits.  

As today’s civilisation is flattering progressively associated with a mounting 

amount of evidence accessible in the alphanumeric form, the quantity of private, 

delicate, or otherwise isolated information composed and deposited is continuously 

increasing. The wish to transfer the calculation in a confidentiality-preserving method 

without skimping any info about the isolated inputs through the calculation is termed 

as preserving the privacy, which has been titled as research topic. Any development in 

the recital of locked multiplication procedures or spreading their possibility toward 

usual-purpose calculating [35] over isolated statistics that make a considerable 

influence on the area of totalling. Moreover, it is one of the well known computational 

functions that can be assessed securely. 

1.7 Motivation 

In general, the FPM model is used for many applications that are mentioned as image 

and signal processing, which is utilized to calculating high power. Here, several 

approaches are developed to improve the effectiveness of the computations using this 

FPM models. However, these literatures are getting very difficult because it required 

high area and power as well as the designing process of this model is very difficult. 

Moreover, because of these difficulties it improves the precision of FP unit that is one 

of the limitations of FP. According to this improvement of precision, FPM can 

increase the delay, area and power values. So, the multiplication module is used in 

this FP designing for reducing the complexity. Moreover, these new multiplication 

strategies attained high performance in delay, power and [36] area. Additionally, the 

simulation process is required for improving the efficiency of the proposed model. 

Hence, the FP model categories as SPFP and DPFP based novel multiplication 

processes is used in this research. Also, it utilized the FPGA device for attaining high 

outputs in the parameters that are delay, area and power. Moreover, the attained 

values are compared with other prevailing multiplication models and prove the 

proposed model efficiency. 
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1.8 Problem Statement 

In various scientific applications such as image processing, scientific calculation, 

numerical processing along with the filters as well as FFT of signal processing, the FP 

arithmetic function plays a significant part. Moreover, the FP values are characterized 

in standard and scientific method. The standard IEEE 754 categorized the FP 

arrangement as two types such as 32 bit of SPFP and 64-bit of DP [37]. However, in 

the operation of DPFP in the hardware implementation is a crucial problem. In 

arithmetic FP function, the multiplication operation is a very difficult model to 

implement. Consequently, FPGA Accelerator increases the performance and in 

cryptographic task the multiplication model is widely used for security. Because of 

wireless transmission the dangerous attack can affect the AES system. Therefore, a 

proper security method is necessary to improve the performance of the system. 

Moreover, the existing FP models are utilized high power and area for processing also 

the design process is very complex. Hence, the proposed methods avoiding and 

reducing the above mentioned difficulties and attained high performance and other 

parameters than existing conventional approaches. 

1.9. Objectives 

The main objectives of this methodology involve four basic functions to improve the 

performance of FPGA accelerator, which is summarized below: 

1. To design the High-Performance DPFPM model based on FPGA Accelerator 

using Karatsuba Algorithm which reduces multiplication counts so that it 

gives low power consumption. 

2. To reduce the delay in SPFPM operations, this model uses the novel 

Schonhage Strassen Algorithm in the DPFPM model, which contains Fast 

Fourier Transformation (FFT).  

3. Also, The FPGA Accelerator uses DPFPM using SSA multiplication for 

increasing the speed and reduces the area. 

4. To enhance security and performance in AES model we design the DPFPM 

based Furer Toom Cook Fast Fourier Transform Multiplication. 
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1.10 Organization of Work 

The organization of this work is summarized below, 

 Chapter 1 describes the Introduction of FP, FPM, categories like SPFP, DPFP 

motivation of DPFP in FPGA, problem statement and objective of the 

research. 

 Chapter 2 explains the recent literatures about the FPM model and 

Multiplication process.  

 Moreover, Chapter 3 details the theoretical analysis of the proposed 

methodologies that are Karatsuba DPFP in FPGA Accelerator , SSA based 

SPFP in FPGA Accelerator, SSA based DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, and 

DPFP based FTCM in AES. 

 Chapter 4 elaborates the complete process proposed methodologies that are 

Karatsuba DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, SSA based SPFP in FPGA 

Accelerator, SSA based DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, and DPFP based FTCM 

in AES. 

 Chapter 5 explains the experimental results of the proposed methodologies 

that are Karatsuba DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, SSA based SPFP in FPGA 

Accelerator, SSA based DPFP in FPGA Accelerator, and DPFP based FTCM 

in AES, which are simulated using Xilinx tool. 

 Chapter 6 describes discussion of obtained results of the methods and analyze 

the effective performance of the system in terms of power and area. The 

results are explained elaborately. 

 Chapter 7 details the conclusion of the proposed methodologies and this 

research works.  

 Chapter 8 mentioned the references of this work. 

 

 

 

 

 


